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GAMEPLAY
as a mediation, that wraps the intersection of playability 

(machine) and play (human), of bodies and spaces 
perceived physical and visually as a happening by the 

player that, through the possibilities agencied by graphical 
and control interfaces, acts on this system under the rules 

tutelage. 
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VISUAL STORY STRUCTURE 
Bruce Block  (2008)  

 
CULTURAL MEDIA VISUALIZATION  

Lev Manovitch (2012) 

 LUDEMA  
Marsal Branco (2014)

METHOD REFERENCE

game world “things” 
that demands a  

player's interaction  
(related to game's progress)



GAME PLOT
=

GAME EVENTS



GAMEPLAY VISUAL 
DISCOURSE
Color scheme and structure  

(gameplay and interactive events only)  
Patterns 

 



CORPUS 
4 levels 

no cutscenes 
 

1 FPS  
6924 images 

1 x 720px composed together  

IMAGEJ  
Slice and Montage

ImageMeasure  
Median HUE 

Median Brightness 
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• Space menu (world selector) - Blue/Black 

• Building and changing avatar - Blue 

• Walking to task - Landscape colors, less “blue sky"

IMAGEJ  
Slice and Montage

• Looking for game goals - Orange 

• Winning game goal - Yellow and “blue sky" 

• Avatar - Camera view position/narration centered    on “character"

LEVELS COLOR SCHEME 

• LEVEL 1 - Green, Light blue, bege 

• LEVEL 2 - Brown, orange 

• LEVEL 3 - Pink, Green, Purple    (cotton candy colors) 

• LEVEL 4 - Bege, Brown, Gray, 

GAME COLOR SCHEME 



IMAGEJ  
ImageMeasure 

• + Median HUE variation  
Winning game goal  

(level 2-4)

• - Median HUE variation  
navigation/menu/building  

(level 2-4)



IMAGEJ  
ImageMeasure 

• + Median Brightness variation  
Day  

Opening “tool" selector

• - Median HUE variation  
Night 
Cave 

Menu/building



Hardware problems 

The screen capture 

The game software -> BUGS! 

PROBLEMS, DOUBTS AND IDEAS  
SOS
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Is it possible to find a visual discourse analyzing a 
"regular" (and sometimes chaotic) gameplay?   
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Is it possible to find a visual discourse analyzing a 
"regular" (and sometimes chaotic) gameplay?   

-> Compare with a “regular” gameplay to  
seen if the structure of game’s visual discourse hold it up 

Linear games (task oriented) ok 

Sandbox games or more “free willing” games 

PROBLEMS, DOUBTS AND IDEAS  
SOS



Types of “conflict” in games

- Plot 

- Gameplay events 

- Challenges results (win-lose) 

PROBLEMS, DOUBTS AND IDEAS  
SOS
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